
AURIGA TEATRO
presents

PAMPAM SHOW
Written and performed by Lorenzo Marchi

A show that combines clown, mime, audience interaction 
and a lot, a lot of improvisation!

Pam Pam is the bang of kitchen lids. Or it is the rebound of a ball. It is a hat that has fallen 
to the ground.
Pam Pam is also the magic of laughs and poetry.
It is the show for the audience, between the audience and for the audience.
Pam Pam is the clown, the juggler.
It is fantasy.
Or maybe it is just Lallo, an eccentric character who wants to play with imagination and 
gravity... and who will involve you in a show to beat of beat&boxing and blows&beats.

Kind: Clown, mime, hats manipulation, improvisation
Duration: from 30 to 50 minutes
N. of performance par day: 2/3
N. of artist: 1 + 2 volunteers from audience chosen at the time



Technical needs: 

Stage space: outdoor, at least 4x4 meters, plus the space for the audience.

In case of indoors performance the minimum ceiling height must be 3 m for the 
manipulation hats number.

Light: In case of night performance  light is required (both outdoor or indoor 
performance)

Other material:
In case of indoor performance a service station is required (table, chair near the scene and 
electric current for the music technician)

If this is not possible I can be autonomous (no technician) with a battery-powered speaker.

Get-in time: 15 minutes

Get-out time: 10 minutes

Floor: No special needs. Preferably not on grass.

Parking: I need a reserved parking space, near the exhibition site. The caravan will be 
used as a dressing room and also for the discharge of materials.

-In case of Buskers Festival: If our presence is required for several days and If the reserved parking 
space is far away from the site of performances, we need a room to use as dressing for artists and 
storage for materials near the place of performance.

aurigateatro@libero.it                                        Lorenzo tel. +39 349 59 88 811


